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I have another MAC Cosmetics lipstick cheat to share with you! The next shade on the dupe list is Mamastarrr, a warm brown hue with a creamy finish. After comparing a few swatches, I found a list of alternative shades for limited edition lip glasses. Let's start dupes! Dups 1. Anastasia Kristen ($16) See comparison swatch here. Buy from
SEPHORA or AMAZON. 2. Urban Decay 1993 ($20) See swatch comparisons here. Buy from ULTA, NORDSTROM or SEPHORA. 3. MAC Lipglass Spice ($17.50) See swatch comparisons here. Buy at NORDSTROM or AMAZON. 4. Too Faced Daddy Is Not a Peach ($19) See comparison swatch here. Buy at SEPHORA, ULTA or
AMAZON. The $4.50 Milani Crystal Gloss tube is actually a little more than the $14.50 MAC Lipglass tube; Milani Summer Baby and MAC Lychee Luxe Lipglass to show the size I remember seeing pictures of MAC Nymphette on Karen's blog for the first time and instantly fall in love. The gorgeous pink glitter, chock full of golden shimmer,
went straight to the top of my lust list. Of course, the bargain hunter in me decided to go on a cheat-search before I made any final commitments. And I'm so glad I did it! Browsing the Milani section at my local CVS, I found Milani Crystal Gloss Summer Baby for just $4.50. I made a quick size comparison with the MAC Lychee Luxe
Lipglass tube at my fingertips, and although the Milanese sheen looks smaller because of its lid, it actually contains more product (4.86g compared to 4.8g for MAC). The summer child also has exactly the same sticky texture and vanilla aroma as MAC Lipglasses. Milani Crystal Gloss's Summer Time Baby Although its packaging may not
look so good, Summer Baby is a great alternative to MAC Nymphett, especially if you prefer to save money on something else. And for all of you Nymphette fans out there, wouldn't that make a big backup?  here are our dupes for MAC Lust, which has a moderately warm tone, light brown with a cream finish. It is the lipgloss that is
permanent in this palette: Lip Haul. Lip gloss, lips, MAC, Review Today review will be on MAC Clear Lipglass. I have so many matte lip colors that I like, but sometimes I wish they were glossy and as adding a clear layer of lip gloss would make it much easier to wear without drying the heck outta my lips. So when I saw this on the MAC
website I know I had to get it. How is MAC Clear Lipglass fare for me? Read on! READ ALSO: Ulta Pink Shiny Sheer Lip Gloss Review MAC Clear Lipglass Review What the Company Claims? A unique lip gloss that can create a glass finish or subtle shine. Designed to wear on its own, over a lip pencil or lipstick, it is the perfect product to
create a shine that lasts. It contains jojoba oil to help soften and condition the lips. The tiny ball of this highly concentrated product what is needed to cover the lip area. Pure Lipglass can be mixed with other products such as pigments, and can be nailed anywhere on the body other than the eye area of the eye. create interesting effects.
Highly concentrated long wear provides glass as a glitter KUATER- 0.50 ounce PRICE-$16 Also Read: Tarte Indulging Lip Shine Review How MAC Clear Lipglass Works For Me? MAC Clear Lipglass comes in a simple transparent compressed tube with a screw on a black cap and, being thick plastic, I can throw it in the bag during a trip
or photo shoot and not worry about it leaking around the world. The nozzle is sloping and small is ideal for taking a small amount of product at a time. MAC Clear Lipglass, as the name implies is clear in color, goopy and thick in consistency. MAC Lipglass Review and Swatch The best way to apply it will take as little as possible and use a
lip brush to apply evenly. Like all lip glosses, the main problem with MAC Lipglass will be stickiness so if you want moderate gloss and less stickiness, apply a very thin layer on top of the lip color or if you apply much more then you will get an amazing glass like glitter due to the sticky lips. I tried this on top of a few lipsticks that I have,
which lasts about 3 to 4 hours, and with this on top, they last over 6 hours, which is amazing. Not only does the lips look healthy and plump, MAC Lipglass keeps lips hydrated. If you're feeling a bit experimental, then, take some loose pigments or shimmers and mix it with lip glasses to get funky lip color. MAC Clear Lipglass Review and
Dupe Usually when it comes to MAC, most of the time I would say they are priced by their products, but MAC Clear Lipglass, for the amount and quantity required each time, the price seems reasonable enough. However, if you are on a budget, you can buy the wet N Wild Glassy Gloss Lip Gel, which is the best pharmacy MAC Clear
Lipglass cheat. Overall, if you are looking for a good lip gloss, that's why I would recommend you try MAC Clear Lipglass. I'm sure you'll love it! READ ALSO: Gerard Cosmetics Plum Crazy Lip Gloss Review MAC Clear Lipglass Swatch- MAC Clear Lipglass Review and Swatch MMAC Clear Lipglass with Purple Voss wasted liquid lipstick
at a reasonable price of sleek packaging Sturdy and travel friendly Huge amount of No fragrance Easy to apply gives amazing lip gloss Helps with the durability of any lip color Keeps lips hydrated When you can mix with powder pigments to create new lip colors Very sticky Also Read also: Maybelline Lip Polish in Glam 6 Review I
recommend MAC Clear Lipglass? I highly recommend this and if you can do give MAC Clear Lipglass a try. RATING- 4.5/5 Hope you found the MAC Clear Lipglass review useful! Let me know your thoughts in the comments below. Also, please sign up.  see you in my next post. Until then, stay beautiful. Yours for real, Welcome to
MakeUp Martini! My name is Pavithra and I run this site. I am an ex-IT Techie, fashion stylist and professional MakeUp artist. I love everything that has to do with beauty and fashion. Find out here reviews, product swatches, makeup tutorials, fashion inspiration and more. Here are our dupes for MAC Lipglass, which is a lipgloss that sells
for $18.50 and contains 0.1 ounces ($185.00 per ounce). ounces). mac clear lipglass dupe. mac prrr lipglass dupe. mac beaux lipglass dupe. mac snob lipglass dupe. mac pink lemonade lipglass dupe. mac spice lipglass dupe. mac lust lipglass dupe. mac spite lipglass dupe
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